Extraordinary elections for the renewal of student representatives for the 2020-2022 two-year term in the following academic bodies are scheduled to take place on **13 July 2021**:

- **Academic Senate**: Single constituency of PhD students
- **“Lazzaro Spallanzani” Biology and Biotechnology Department Council**
- **Civil Engineering and Architecture Department Council**
- **“Felice Casorati” Mathematics Department Council**
- **Musicology and Cultural Heritage Department Council**
- **Biological Sciences Teaching Board**
- **Biotechnological Sciences Teaching Board**
- **Information Engineering Teaching Board**
- **Industrial Engineering Teaching Board**
- **Civil and Environmental Engineering Teaching Board**
- **Construction Engineering & Architecture Teaching Board**
- **Teaching Board of Civil Engineering for Mitigation of risk from Natural Hazards**
- **Mathematics Teaching Board**
- **Teaching Board of Master’s Degree in Cultural Heritage Conservation and Restoration**
- **Teaching Board of the degree course in Healthcare and Prevention Professions**
- **Teaching Board of Psychology, Neuroscience and Human Sciences**

**VOTING OPERATIONS**

Voting operations will take place from **09:00 a.m. to 07:00 p.m. on 13 July 2021 using the online form of the U-Vote application.** 

Voters will be able to cast their vote using their own PC, tablet or smartphone by connecting to the voting platform.

The admitted lists are provided below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>List Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 1</td>
<td>Associazione Dottorandi Pavesi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 2</td>
<td>Coordinamento per il Diritto allo Studio - UDU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VOTE COUNTING OPERATIONS**

Vote counting operations will begin on **14 July 2021 at 09.00 a.m.** and will be carried out using the U-Vote application.

The results will be announced within the following six business days. They will be published in the University Official Register and may be viewed at the following link:


**ELECTIONEERING**

For the purposes of electioneering, students shall be allowed to post printed matter, posters or other electoral advertising material solely in the appropriate areas made available by the University Administration, as set out in Article 9 of Rector’s Decree No. 821/2021 (https://web.unipv.it/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Decreto-821-con-allegati.pdf).

Additional areas must be authorised by the Rector and shall be notified on the University’s web page at https://web.unipv.it/ateneo/elezioni-studentesche-scorcio-biennio-2020-2022/.

Electoral advertising shall possible only after the lists for electoral competition have been admitted by the Central Electoral Office.

On the day before and on the day of the vote, meetings, direct or indirect electioneering, the posting of new printed matter, posters, wall newspapers or other propaganda means shall be forbidden inside the University.

**The campaign shall end at midnight on 11 July 2021.**

Infringers shall be referred to the appropriate academic authority for possible disciplinary sanctions as set out in the applicable regulations.

Election propaganda must be carried out in compliance with the rules laid down for the containment of the epidemiological situation.

Pavia, 08/06/2021

**CENTRAL ELECTORAL OFFICE**

Professor Vittorio Poma
President
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ELEZIONI STRAORDINARIE DELLE RAPPRESENTANZE STUDENTESCHE NEL SENATO ACCADEMICO
13 LUGLIO 2021

COLLEGIO UNICO DEI DOTTORANDI DI RICERCA

LISTA N. 1

1. SANI Camilla
ELEZIONI STRAORDINARIE DELLE RAPPRESENTANZE STUDENTESCHE
13 LUGLIO 2021

COLLEGIO UNICO
CONSIGLIO DEL DIPARTIMENTO DI BIOLOGIA E BIOTECNOLOGIE
“LAZZARO SPALLANZANI”

LISTA N. 2

1. PUDDU Marta
2. CAPELLI Stefano
3. LIMARDO Christian
4. MURARI Elisa
ELEZIONI STRAORDINARIE DELLE RAPPRESENTANZE STUDENTESCHE
13 LUGLIO 2021

COLLEGIO UNICO
CONSIGLIO DEL DIPARTIMENTO DI MATEMATICA
“FELICE CASORATI”

LISTA N. 2

1. URSO Bianca
2. BERTOCCHI Fabio
ELEZIONI STRAORDINARIE DELLE RAPPRESENTANZE STUDENTESCHE
13 LUGLIO 2021

COLLEGIO UNICO
CONSIGLIO DIDATTICO INTERDIPARTIMENTALE DI SCIENZE BIOTECNOLOGICHE

LISTA N. 2

1. PUDDU Marta
2. CAPELLI Stefano
3. LIMARDO Christian
ELEZIONI STRAORDINARIE DELLE RAPPRESENTANZE STUDENTESCHE
13 LUGLIO 2021

COLLEGIO UNICO
CONSIGLIO DIDATTICO DI SCIENZE BIOLOGICHE

LISTA N. 2

1. MAGGIORE Francesco
2. COCORULLO Mario
3. LONGHENA Dafne
4. MURARI Elisa
ELEZIONI STRAORDINARIE DELLE RAPPRESENTANZE STUDENTESCHE
13 LUGLIO 2021

COLLEGIO UNICO
CONSIGLIO DIDATTICO DI MATEMATICA

LISTA N. 2

1. URSO Bianca
2. BERTOCCHI Fabio